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Copenhagen’s livability 
tested by the pandemic

Experiences, limitations & opportunities

1. Introduction

Copenhagen, a city of 2 million people is a laboratory for the Danish mod-
el of urbanism, recognized globally for its inclusive and democratic plan-
ning principles. Urban areas here designed and structured to converge 
flows and foster human interactions were tested by the stark norms of the 
COVID 19 pandemic. Saloni, Samaneh and Danila from the City Centre, a 
Redeveloped Harbour and a Suburban Municipality discuss the limitations 
and opportunities experienced in the city’s public spaces in spring-sum-
mer 2020. 

This Danish coastal city with a low-lying flat topography has a relative-
ly mild micro-climate despite its location in the Nordics, characteristics 
which have shaped its distinct outdoor culture. Over the last seven de-
cades, Copenhagen’s development has been guided by the ‘Finger plan’, 
a visionary regional plan drawn in 1947 to accommodate the cities bur-
geoning population in the post-war era. The plan ensured that all the city’s 
residents had access to mass mobility and recreational green areas by 
steering suburban growth along linear mobility corridors or fingers. Which 
extended out from the central urban area into the hinterland, reserving 
the wedges in-between the fingers as green areas. Subsequent regional 
plans built on its underlying premises through station area, priority and 
right business in the right place planning and by enlarging and connecting 
green areas. 

At the turn of the millennium, under flourishing ‘cognitive capitalism’ (a 
concept derived during neoliberalism), the vision to cultivate the best rec-
reational landscapes in the Copenhagen metropolitan area was conceived. Fig 1: Copenhagen Map
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Fig 2: City Centre urban form 

Fig 3: City Centre pattern of use

It consolidated the leisurely purposes of public space and strengthened an urban 
life in constant interplay with nature. In recent decades, the climate crisis and ad-
aptation concerns have encouraged the casting of a “green glove” around the built 
environment, opening up an array of public spaces. Thus has been modelled a 
well-defined urban fabric, integrated with people’s needs and their patterns of use.

While the Finger plan is the institutional backbone that has provided and preserved 
land use, the qualitative aspects of public space have been shaped through a peo-
ple-centric approach influenced by architect Jan Gehl’s seminal work on defining 
the catalysts for public life. However, the pandemic has created disruption and the 
new social and health protocols force us to re-examine its urban structures. Histori-
cally urban planning has had an evolutionary response to a public health emergen-
cy and in that vein, this article provides a qualitative observation and analysis of 
three neighbourhoods in Copenhagen during the lockdown. 

1. Our Experiences

Saloni: Sankt Annæ Vester Kvater, is an old residential area near the city centre 
adjacent to the harbour between Kastellet and Kongens Have. The neighbourhood 
is composed of five-storey blocks made up of tightly packed buildings around a 
shared central courtyard. The area is abutted by Store Kongensgade a busy main 
street connecting the northern parts of the city to the centre. Many commercial 
and retail activities occupy the ground floors in the neighbourhood, patronised by 
locals and tourists alike. Consistent planning efforts have fostered a vitality through 
the design of wide side-walks, cycle pathways, pedestrian first streets, intermedi-
ate plazas and green areas reinforcing the connections between its retail, historic 
and leisure anchors.

The walkable city centre but no people
During the lockdown, though most of these activities came to a standstill the neigh-
bourhood continued to serve its residents. All essential services like the supermar-
ket, the chemist, food outlets and recreational spaces were within a 5-minute walk 
from home. Some within the residential block, others a few blocks down but all 
within a 350m x 130m neighbourhood unit. The city ranked high in its livability at 
the centre as the 5-minute walkable city eliminated reliance on public and private 
transport and contained one’s exposure to the pathogen.

Access to open spaces was essential as it expanded peoples physical, social and 
community needs. Reduced mobility and reliance on one’s neighbourhood meant 
that ours was bereft of its usual footfalls. All the impressive public spaces like Ama-
lienborg Palace, Nyhavn, the city centre were accessible only to us the residents 
of the neighbourhood. I walked about ten kilometres every day going to different 
parks and plazas in the area without the stress of crowded spaces or being unable 
to socially distance. The pandemic predicament of the personal need vs crowds 
being felt elsewhere in the city was not something felt here. At first, one attributed 
it to the triumph of ‘people-first’ planning which had carved ample public space 
in the area leading to a dispersion of people considering the choice at hand. But 
after a few weeks of rarely seeing people on the streets at any point of the day, it 
became apparent that the area’s desolate appearance in those typical before-after 
comparisons was not only due to the missing city traffic but also because of the 
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missing local residents. Whether people chose to lockdown in their summer hous-
es or whether it was a reflection of the real residential strength of the neighbour-
hood, the pandemic brought fore the paradox of the livable centre where very few 
people choose to live. 

Redefining Livability 
Contemporary planning has conjured an urban environment for pedestrians with 
umpteen opportunities to stroll down charming streets, pause, watch people and 
indulge in retail experiences, enhancing primarily the commercial and leisure qual-
ities of the city space. Infiltration of commercial and retail activities in many mixed-
use buildings have displaced people and depleted the housing stock at upper 
levels. The production of these spaces is also reflective of a singular focus on eco-
nomic yield over distribution of utilities. What we see in Copenhagen is not unique 
but symptomatic of many European city centre’s that have over time transformed 
into reservoirs of history and culture catering mainly to shopping and tourism. The 
pandemic retreat of transitory users exposed a utilitarian hollow as landmark spac-
es of concentrated capital investment, world-class projects lay largely unused. 

The centre embodies the Danish livable city model however its livability must ad-
dress the ongoing socio-political production of space if it were to be inclusive to 
diverse residential users. In addition strategic zoning must anchor non-transito-
ry functions so that new housing stock can be added and the old upgraded. In 
the present day from a qualitative perspective the high level of noise and intense 
movement restrict the centres appeal largely to visitors, students and young peo-
ple. A residential friendly environment with demarcated quiet streets, play areas 
for kids will invite families and elderly to the area and shape a diverse residential 
community. This is not to subdue the centre’s role as a focal point of activity and 
opportunities but to expand its utility and purpose and make it more versatile. The 
distinct roles of the core and peripheries have been blurred and work and living 
spaces have developed a more intimate relation. The pandemic, therefore, pres-
ents us with an opportunity to rethink the distribution of programs and services to 
shape inclusive and resilient urban spaces. 

Samaneh: Havneholmen is a mixed-use redeveloped harbour area in south Copen-
hagen between the city centre and Sydhavn. Contemporary regeneration practices 
dictate its urban form and clean cut residential, commercial and office blocks stand 
tall in sanitised urban spaces. The neighbourhoods strategic location connects it to 
public spaces popular at the city scale-like Islandsbrygge Harbour park, Kalvebod 
promenade, Amagerfælled and Fisketorvet mall. The harbour promenade and the 
high-street mall with a low-price food court dominate its public realm. 

Ample public space but over-crowded nodes in the redeveloped harbour 
The hardscaped open spaces in Havneholmen with intermediary green areas cov-
ered in reed do not invite use as they are impossible to play or sit on. Neat benches 
line pathways with limited views or visual interest and therefore remain sluggish. 
Consequently, during the lockdown, most people either used their balconies or the 
Islandsbrygge promenade over their building yards. Contrasting the building yards 
sterility is the promenade a vibrant area with several attractions, bathing facilities, 
green areas and playing fields for children and adults. It is one of those places that 
draws Copenhageners of all ages for an evening bath or a casual catch up with 

Fig 4: Havneholmen urban form 

Fig 5: Havneholmen pattern of use
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friends. Even under lockdown, the promenade remained popular as people from 
all over the city came out in cars and on bikes eventually congesting it. As a result, 
Islandsbrygge became unsafe, and the quest for an alternative outdoor area led 
me to rediscover Amagerfælled. A vast urban forest, a consequence of the Finger 
plan that lay adjacent to my neighbourhood but one that I had rarely used. The 
area was frequented only by locals as it is untweaked through design and therefore 
not as appealing to people outside the neighbourhood. While it is important to ac-
knowledge that open spaces in the neighbourhood afforded one choice and safe 
alternatives, people tended to congregate in programmed attractive public spaces 
even in a pandemic.

More meaningful public space 
The larger urban structure of Havneholmen is made up of nodes and connecting 
pathways which concentrate activity. The popularity of areas like Islandsbrygge 
and Nordhavn despite the stretch of waterfront in-between is rooted in their liv-
ability qualities - their curse during the lockdown. The government had to issue 
undemocratic fines to keep people out of the park. However, their success is proof 
for the need for more user-friendly waterside spaces over large barren plazas. Also 
since pandemics are not the norm the suggestion does not imply an excess unsus-
tainable distribution of services but rather a more balanced distribution.

At the neighbourhood scale, private real estate companies have erected very 
well-designed apartment blocks but disregarded people-centric public spaces in 
favour of capital gains. In Havneholmen as in Ørestad and other new developments, 
public spaces have been viewed as an urban code requirement rather than embed-
ded spaces of use. Serving aesthetic purposes alone or left unbuilt they do not 
invite residents to “come” and “stay” thwarting casual encounters between neigh-
bours. Urban environments here encourage insular life detached from society and 
place of living. As residential typologies born from a capitalist production of space 
they need to be re-examined as design must foster community-building which has 
the ability to uplift one breaking feelings of isolation in troubled times or otherwise.

Danila: Rødovre, is a suburban municipality of approximately 40,000 inhabitants 
situated in the western part of the city on lake Damhussøen. Primarily a residential 
zone with a small industrial and business district, its urban fabric is loosely consti-
tuted of private villas, apartment buildings. Rødovre Centrum, a shopping mall is 
located next to the town hall and library and as the name suggests it sits at the cen-
tre well integrated with the transport infrastructure. The mall, utterly out of scale 
with the surroundings, houses public health services, retail and restaurant spaces 
making it the physical and metaphorical town centre. 

24-hour suburban model and the urban void
Ordinarily I split time between office and home, marking time and space be-
tween the city and the suburbs. During the lockdown we stayed home, worked 
and shopped online and suburban life became a 24/7 reality. The lack, in contrast, 
made the privileged private villas and calm suburban neighbourhoods feel more 
isolating than secure. They curtailed human contact even more than what the pan-
demic had done and intensified feelings of loneliness. The shopping mall too was 
greatly impacted and most of its shops had to be shut. A few that remained open 
were compromised by its introverted architecture which made it impossible to ori-

Fig 6: Rødovre urban form

Fig 7: Rødovre pattern of use
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ent oneself inside the giant box. Robbed of its core function, unsafe for social and 
recreational use the mall and its empty parking lot left a huge urban void. The local 
mom-pop shops along Roskildevej connecting the lake and the mall did not pick up 
the business and remained shut despite the new economic opportunity. Unsurpris-
ing, as these shops have emerged in response to neighbourhood necessity rather 
than a planned structure of commerce, their restricted visibility and footfalls even 
in normal times limited their capacity to withstand the distress.

Since both Copenhagen city centre and Rødovre city centre - the mall were inac-
cessible, the lake and the park around it became the new focal point of the town. 
The lake is a well-conserved natural reserve that is modestly used in normal times. 
It therefore lacked anchors, facilities and a formal structure to support the lock-
down increase in users. Thus, the archipelago of big public spaces the mall and the 
lake that lend Rødovre its character were weakened by the pandemic, unable to 
respond to the needs of its residents. 

Reshaping the public realm through commerce
The architecture of commerce and recreation in suburban areas is captured by 
the enclosed large-scale mall and supported by weak scattered local shops. The 
typology of the mall, brick-mortar retail was already under question for which the 
pandemic is a new frontier obsoleting its purpose. Deconstructing, scaling down 
and reshaping the mall into a more open and extroverted space with outdoor con-
nections maybe it’s probable future. Introducing mixed-uses with different traffic 
volumes and operating times may avoid crowding or complete closure. 

But the future of suburban retail lies in accommodating new demands and trans-
forming to on-street commerce. Rødovre’s incredibly interlaced pedestrian and bi-
cycle network can easily adapt to on-street commerce. A web of streets can be 
identified and supported with pedestrian-friendly pillars to disperse and localise 
retail. These streets could also tie into the green area network to create an inviting 
urban space in the suburbs with a distinct local identity. A safe, public common 
with a formal structure would beckon footfalls and sustain local commerce even 
under distress. While the idea of the commercial street is not revolutionary in its 
application to a suburban district, it possesses new challenges and possibilities. 
We must ensure that in amenitizing these inclusive suburban areas improvements 
do not lead to rent hikes pushing locals further out from the city. The pandemic has 
shown that suburbia is no longer just short stay spaces and creativity and capital 
must be re-channelized to transform underdeveloped city spaces.

3. Conclusion

With every black swan event like the Covid19 pandemic has emerged a new par-
adigm in urban planning. This pandemic has changed our lexicon of socio-spatial 
relationships and accelerated our understanding of spatial structures needed to 
support a technology-enabled remote working world. This article discusses the 
complex spatial paradoxes experienced in different parts of Copenhagen during 
the lockdown. It brings to fore; firstly, the need for urban open spaces, secondly the 
need to re-sensitise their design and lastly the need for a redistribution of resources 
to nurture all parts on the city. 
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